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I. Introduction
The digital computer program 2DTD was written to test the flat
leakage method developed in Ref. 1. It solves the static and transient
diffusion equations in two spatial dimensions and two groups. The
program uses an approximate analytical method to solve the neutron
diffusion equation. The 2DTD program was written entirely in single
precision on the IBM 370/168 at the M.I.T. Information Processing
Center.
The 2DTD program always begins by solving the static, two-group
diffusion equations for the eigenvalue and eigenfunction. After the
steady state calculation has been completed, a transient solution may
be calculated based on this initial condition. Initial criticality
is insured by dividing vEf in every region by the eigenvalue X.
2DTD requires that the reactor configuration be input as a
regular array of rectangular assemblies. The borders of the reactor
do not have to be rectangular, however. 2DTD allows the use of
albedo boundary conditions on any border.
During a transient, 2DTD will edit the total reactor power and
region powers integrated over user-defined regions. The code also
edits the time required for various parts of the computation.
II. The Problem To Be Solved
The input to 2DTD describes an array of rectangular cells, each of
which may contain a different composition. A map which defines the
composition numbers is input into 2DTD. The composition numbers are
defined by positive integers. The basic problem grid is the grid
upon which the discrete problem will be formulated.
Around the outside of the composition map, one extra level of
boxes must exist. This extra level is used to indicate the boundary
condition at that edge of the reactor.
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In the full-core option, only albedo boundary conditions can be
applied. For the half-core option, the symmetry boundary is located
along the left edge, and albedo conditions must be applied along all
other boundaries. For the quarter-core option, the symmetry boundaries
are located along the left and bottom edges of the problem; the other
edges can only have albedo boundaries. The albedos are indicated
by a negative integar in the material composition map. Each negative
integer (each albedo set) has a set of both x-directed and y-directed
albedos. If a problem has, for example, five albedo sets, these
albedos sets are numbered -1 to -5. The symmetry options are defined
by the input flags IBCL (controls the left boundary condition), and
IBCB (controls the bottom boundary condition). If IBCL=l, the left
boundary condition is symmetry; if IBCB=2, an albedo boundary condition
is imposed. The same values hold for IBCB.
For each set of x-directed or y-directed albedos, the albedos are
written [l 11 12 1
2) 21 a22 2
Therefore a zero flux boundary is easily imposed by setting all the
O terms to zero. The zero flux is then imposed at the edge of the
mesh rectangle.
We now give some examples of composition maps for various
symmetry and albedo options:
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2) This problem is half-core symetric with four different albedo sets:
























































We note that albedo set #1 is applied at the top and bottom of
the first column; set #2 at top and bottom of the second column;
set #3 at top and bottom of the third column; and set #4 at
the top, bottom and right of the fourth column.
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3) This quarter-core problem has a jagged boundary, and three
albedo sets.
-1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
-1 2 1 -4 -4 0 0 0 0
-1 1 2 1 2 -3 0 0 0
-1 2 1 2 1 2 -3 0 0
-1 1 2 1 2 1 2 -2 0
-1 2 1 2 1 2 1 -2 0
-1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 -1
-1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 -1
-l -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
IBCL=IBCB=l
We note that a solution only exists for regions above which have
an integer greater than zero. Note also that although the left
boundary condition is specified by IBCL, there must be a row of
boxes on the left (above written as all -l's). These -1 entries
are required by the code, but ignored. However, the -1 entries
above the first and second columns, however, indicate albedo
set #1.
The above composition map is indexed by the variables ND1
(x direction) and ND2 (y direction). These variables run
1 < ND1 < ND1X
1< ND2< ND2X.
Since there are always two extra boxes per row and per column, the
solution is computed over an array of boxes indexed NP1 (x direction)
and NP2 (y direction), where
1 < NP1 < NP1X





Therefore when ND1=2, we have NPl=l. So
NP1=NDl-1
NP2=ND2-1
The 2DTD program allows editing at every edit time to be done over
regions which may be as fine as the basic material composition mesh,
or may integrate over several of these regions. The edit regions
also must comprise a regular array of rectangular cells.
After the initial conditions have been calculated, the solution
is normalized such that the mean power density is equal to a certain
input value. The ower in region k, written as P k can be defined as:
2 k () ILdE Region k fg
dV
kRegion k
where c=energy conversion factor, watt-seconds/fission.








A =dVk fRegion k
and K is the total number of regions.
The total reactor power Pt is
K
t E k kk=1
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The user must input the value of Pm he wishes to initialize the solution
to.
The other equations of the neutronics and thermal-hydraulics
equations in 2DTD are given in Ref. 1.
III. Machine Requirements for 2DTD
As currently programmed, 2DTD will execute on any IBM 360 or
370 with OS. The data is read in on data cards, and output written
on a line printer. The core requirements are problem dependent.
The 2DTD program uses the dynamic storage allocation technique.
This eliminates the need for large arrays reserved by DIMENSION or
COMMON statements. The data management scheme used here is similar
to that used in the MEKIN program, however 2DTD does not use any
disk storage. The result is that the user need only request as much
storage by the REGION parameter as needed by the particular problem.
The general formula for core requirements of 2DTD is (in bytes)
CORE = 120 K + 4Cs + 4Ct where
Cs = 68(NPXY) + 9(NP1X) + 5(NP2X) + 8(NCORX) +
+ 8(NALB) + NEDX + NEDY + 12
Ct = 2(NDEL)(NPXY) + 3(NPXY)
The variables are defined:
NPXY = NPlX * NP2X
NALB = the number of albedo sets
NCORX = the number of different material compositions
NEDX = number of edit regions in the x direction
NEDY = number of edit regions in the y direction
NDEL = number of precursor groups
Ct = zero if no transient is performed, equal to above
expression if transient is performed.




Card 1: NINNER, XFEFF, DIFSS, DIFTD (15, 3E10.3)
NINNER - the number of cyclic Chebyshev iterations per
outer iteration for the steady state only. If
NINNER is entered as zero, the code computes
the number of inners to use.
XKEFF - input approximate eigenvalue
DIFSS - steady state convergence criterion - change in
pointwise fluxes from one outer to another
DIFTD - transient convergence criterion - expressed as
an error reduction.
Recommend: NINNER=O, XKEFF=1.0; If no transient is to be
performed DIFSS=10~4 or 10- 5, if transient is
to be performed DIFSS=10-6 . DIFTD=.05 unless
prompt critical, then = 10~4.
Card 2: NDIX, ND2X, IBCL, IBCB, NALB, ITHFB (615)
NDiX = number of x-regions +2
ND2X = number of y-regions +2
IBCL = left boundary condition
=1 symmetry
=2 albedo
IBCB = bottom boundary condition
NALB = number of albedo sets
ITHFB = thermal feedback flag (O=NO, l=YES).
Card 3: XNU, WPCC, EPSIL (3E10.3)
XNU = number of neutrons per fission
WPCC = initial mean power density, watts/cc
EPSIL = energy conversion factor (watt-sec/fission).
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Card(s) 4: Composition Box Map
Let NBOX(ND1, ND2) be the composition box map. Read
in the order of - from top to bottom. For example
ND2 = ND2X + 1




So we enter ND2X cards, each with NDlX entries.
Card 5: NCPX Format(15)















Read in one albedo set (4 numbers) per card for NALB
albedo sets. These are the x-directed albedos.
y-Directed Albedos
(all(I),al2(I),a21(I),a22(I), I=1, NALB)(4E10.3)
Read in the y-directed albedos in the same format as the
x-directed albedos.
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Card(s) 10: Cross Sections
Read in the cross sections for composition 1 first,
then 2, etc. For each composition read in 8 numbers:
D1, E T19 Zrl " V"Z1i D 29 ET29 Z r2' _VE f2
FORMAT (8E10. 4)
DD 2 are two-group diffusion coefficients
T E T2 are two-group total cross sections. Note
ETi al + Erl'
and vrf 2 are two group fission cross sections times nu.
rl = scattering from group 1 to 2.
r2 = 0. (must be entered as zero).
Card 11: NEDX, NEDY Format(215)
NEDX = number of edit regions in x-direction
NEDY = number of edit regions in y-direction
Card(s) 12: x-Directed Edit Boundaries
(IEDX(I), I=1, NEDX)(1215)
Each region of integration is over region (IEDX(I)+l) to
(IEDX(I+l)). Therefore if NP1=1 to iD and we desire to
integrate over NP1 regions (1 and 2), (3 and 4), (5 and 6),
(7 and 8), (9 and 10); then enter NEDX=5 and
IEDX(I)=2,4,6,8,10.
Note the numbers input on IEDX correspond to the NPl grid.
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Card(s) 13: y-Directed Edit Boundaries
(IEDY(J), J=l, NEDY).(12I5)
Same input description as x-directed edit boundaries.
Card 14: ITRANS, NTD, NDEL, IEDTS(415)
ITRANS = transient flag
= 0 means no transient performed
= 1 means do transient
NTD = number of time domains (t5). A time domain is a region
with a uniform time step.
NDEL = number of delayed precursor groups (21)
IEDTS = edit flag. An edit is performed every IEDTS time steps.
If ITRANS=O, no more cards are read. The condition code
is set to 1111.
Card 15: NUMS(I), DELT(I), I=1, NTD(15,E10.5)
Read two numbers per card for NTD cards.
NUMS(I) = number of time steps in time domain I
DELT(I) = time step length (sec) in time domain I
Card 16: VIN(l), VIN(2)(2E10.3)
VIN(l) = 1/V1 fast inverse velocity
VIN(2) = 1/V2 thermal inverse velocity
Card 17: BETA(J), RLAM(J), J=l, NDEL(2E10.3)
BETA(J) = delayed neutron fraction for delayed family J.
RLAM(J) = delayed neutron decay constant for delayed family J.
(two numbers per card for NDEL cards).
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Card 18: IPERT, NCOMP, TST, TFIN, SIG1, SIG2,(215,4E10.3)
IPERT = perturbation flag
= 1 step perturbation
= 2 ramp perturbation
NCOMP = composition number where perturbation is
TST = starting time for ramp or step
TFIN = final time for ramp
SIGl = total change to ETl for step or ramp(added to zTlO
SIG2 = total change to ET2 for step or ramp(added to zT2)
If ITHFB=O, no more cards read.
Card 19: ALFA, GAMMA, TREF(3E10.3)
ALFA = conversion factor for feedback, *K/cc
GAMMA = feedback constant, *K
TREF = initial temperature (spatially independent), *K
Successful completion of a transient is followed by
setting the condition code equal to 2222.
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APPENDIX A







PROGRAM 2DTD 2 DIMENSIONAL, TIME DEPENDENT
I SOLVE THE NODAL EQUATIONS AFTER A SUBSTITUTION
THIS VERSION HAS A CONSTANT LEAKAGE
THIS VERSION USES ONE CURRENT UPDATE PER OUTER ITERATION
FLUXES ARE FOUND USING CYCLIC CHEBYSHEV
FULLY IMPLICIT IN TIME
THIS VEPSION HAS ADIABATIC THERMAL FEEDBACK (FASI DOPPLER)
USES R. SIM'S SUBROUTINE CORE FOR DATA MANAGEMENT
COMMON / NAMES / WHXWHYWINTX,WINTYWCORRWNBOXWFLUXWMAT,
X WFISS,WRHSWSWBWPRECWOMGP,WCMGD,WALBXWALBYWEDXWEDY
C0 MMN / CRIGIN / KHX,KHY,KISTPX,KISTPY,KIENDXKIENDYKCORRKNBOX,
X KFLUXKMAT,KFISSKRHSKS1,KS2,KS3,KBKPRECKONGPKOMGD,
X KALBXKALBYKEDXKEDYKTEMP,KSA1
COMMON / FIXED / NINNER,NOUT,N1,N2,N3,N4,DIFSSDIFTDRHO,ND1X,
X ND2XNP1X,NP2XNPXYIBCLIBCB,NCPX,XKEFFITSIPERT,NCOMP,
X TST,TFIN,TIME,SIG1,SIG2,ITRANSNTDNDELBETA(6),RL AM (6),
X VIN(2),DELT(5),NUMS(5),NEDX,NEDY,NALBBTOTDTDTI,IEDTS















































Z READ IN INPeUT
CALL INPUTO
CCALCULATE N! ,N2,N3, N4
C
NN=NP1X-(NP1X/2)*2








C COMPUIE THE STEADY STATE SOLUTION
C
CALL CALC




































CMMCN / NAMES / WHXWHY,WINTX,WINTYWCORRiNBOXWFLUXVMAT,
X WFISSWRHSWSWBWPREC,WOMGP,WOHGD,WALBXWALBYWEDIWEDY
C3MMCN / ORIGIN / KHI,KHYKISTRIKISTRYKIENDXKIENDYKCORRKNBOX,
I KFLUX,KMATKFISSKHS,KS1,KS2,KS3,KBKPREC,KOMGPKO GD,
x KALBXKALBYKEDXKEDYKTEMPKSA1
COMMON / FIXED / NINNER,NOUT,N1,N2,N3,N4,DIFSSDIFTDRHOND1X,
x ND2XNP1X,NP2XNPXYIBCLIBCBNCPXXKEFFITSIPERTNCOMP,
K TSTTFINTIMESIG1,SIG2,ITRANSNTDNDELBETA(6),RLAM(6),
X VIN(2),DELT(5) ,NUMS(5) ,NEDI,NEDYNALBBTOTDTDTIIEDTS




























































































2001 FORMAT(1H1,45X,'PROGRAM 2DTD OU'PUT',////)
2005 FORMAT(1HO,9X,'NO. CF INNERS PER OUTER IS ',I5,//,
X 1OX,'INITIAL EIGENVALUE ESTIMATE',E12.4,//,





































X ICX,'TRANSIENT CONV. CRIT. ',E12. 4)
2006 F)RMAT(1HO,9X,'CODE WILL COMPUTE NINNER FOR STEADY STATE')
2015 FORMAT(1HC,9X,40HNC. OF HORIZONTAL (BOX) COORDINATES, X =,15//
1 10X,40HNO. CF HORIZONTAL (BOX) COORDINATES, Y =,I5//
2 1OX,'LEFT BOUNDARY CONDITION ',15,//,
3 10X,'BO T TOM BCUNDARY CONDITION ',I5,//,
4 1OX,'NUMBER OF ALBEDO SETS ',I5,//,
5 1OX,'THERMAL FEEDBACK FLAG (0=NO, 1=YES) ',15)
2020 F3RNAT(1H3,9X,'NUJMBER OF NEUTRONS PER FISSION IS ',E12.4,//,
X 1OX,'INITIAL MEAN POWEB LEVEL (W/CC) ',212.4,//,
















CnOMMON / NAMES / WHX,WHY,WINTX,WINTY,WCORR,WNBOX,WFLUX,WMAT,
X IJSS,WRHS,WSWBWPRECWOMGPNOMGDWALBXWALBYWEDI,WEDY
COMtN / CRIGIN / KRIKHYKISTRXKISTRYKIENDXKIENDYKCORRKNBOX,
X KFLUX,KMAT,KFISS, KRHS,KS1,KS2,KS3,KB,KPRECKOMGPKOMGD,
X KALBX,KALBY,KEDX,(KEDY,KTEMP,KSA1
COMMON / ?IXED / NINNER, NCUT,N1,N2,N3,N4,DIFSSDIFTDRHO,ND1X,
X ND2X,NP1X,NP2XNPXY,IBCL,IBCBNCPX,XKEFF ,ITS, IPERT,NCOMP,
X TST,TFINTIM[E,SIG1,SIG2,ITRANSNTDNDEL,BETA(6),RLAM(6),
X VIN(2),DELT(5),NUMS(5) ,NEDX,NEDYNALB,BTOTDTDTI,IEDTS



















































































CMMON / NAMES / WHX,WHY,WINTX,WINTYWCORR,WNBOX,WFLUX,WWMAT,
X WISS,WRHFS,WS,WEWPREC,WOMGPWOMGD,WALBXWALBY,WEDX,WEDY
COMMION / ORIGIN / KHXKHYKISTRXKISTRY,KIENDXKIENDYKCORRKNBOX,
X KFLUX,KMAT,KFSS, KES,KS1,KS2,KS3,KBKPEC,KOGPKOMGD,
X KALBXKALBY,KEDX,KEDYKTEMPKSA1














































































































































K=IDAT (KNBOX+ (ND2-1) *ND1X+ND1-1)








































































,9X,'NUM BER CF C!PCSITIONS IS ',I5)
,9X,'X DTECICN MESH SPACINGS',/)
,9X,'Y DIRECITCN MESH SPACINGS',/)
,6E 12. 4)

















































C'2'OMN / NAMS / WHX,aiH,'INTX,WINTYWCCRWNBOXWFLUX,WMAT,
X WFISS,WRHS,WS,WI,E'ZrC,WOMGP,WOMGD,WALBX,WALBY,WEDX,WEDY
COMMCN / CRIGIN / KHX,KEY,KISTRX,KISTY,KIENDX,KTENDY,KCCRR,KNBOX,
KFLX,KMATKFISS, iSS,KS1,KS2,KS3,KB,KPREC,KOMGPKOMGD,,
X KALBXKALBY,KzDXK DYKTEMP,KSA1
CIMON / FIXED / NINNER,n0U:,N1,N2,N3,N4,DIFSSDIFTDRHOND1X,
X lnD2X,NP1X,NP2X,NPXY,I3CLIBCBNCPX,XKEFF,ITSIPERTNCOMP,
-;ST,TFINlTI!ESIG1,SIG2,ITRANSNTDNDELBETA(6),RLAM(6),
X VIN (2) ,DELT (5),NUFS(5) ,NEDXNEDY,NALBBTOTDT,DTI,IEDTS


























































,3?115'JBD UT I NE IIC CMiPC
CANON / MES / WHX,WHYWINi"X,INTY,WCCPF~,WNBOXWFLUX,WMAT,
x WFISSWFHSWgoS,WBWPR--C,--W0MGPWOMGDWALBXUWALBYWEDXWEDY
COMMON / OFIGIN / KHKKHYKISTXKISTRYKIENDX,KIENDYKCQREKNBSX,
x KFLUXUKftIAT. KFISS. Kr.HS. KS1. KS2,KS3,KBFKPTECK0MGP*KOMGD.
x KALBX,KALBYtKEDXKEDYKTF MP9 KSA1
C IMMON / ?IXED / NINN!M.',NCtT.i;-NlN2,N3,NLID1FSSDTFTDE9H0,NDlX,
x ND2X,NPlXNP2-X, NPXYIBCLIBCB,NCPKXKEPFIT'SIPT!RT,NCOMPj
x TSTTFINTIMESIG1,SIG2,ITRANSN'AD, NDEL, BETA (6) rRLAM (6),

















READ (IN, 2000) (DATA (KCOBR+NCOR+NC-ORX* (NCP-1)) rNCOR1l ,NCORX)








































IEAD IN EIT STUFF







WRITE(ICUT, 1004) (IDAT (J+K FDX)
PEAD(IN,20P,1) (IDAT(J+K EDY)








1"02 F2RMAT (28F COMPCSITION DATA/11X,11(1H-),3X,90(1H-)/
x (11X,111,3X,1P4E15.5) / (25X,4P15.5))
































C I VCN / NAMES / WHXWHY,WINTXWINTYWCCRR,WNBX, WFLUXWMAT,
K WFISS,WRHSWS,WBWPREC,WOMGPWOMGDWALBXWALBYWEDXWEDY
CO MM-)N / ORIGIN / KHXKHYKISTRXKISTRYKIENDXKIENDYKCORRKNBOX,
X KFLUX,KMAT,KFISS, KRHS,KS1, KS2,KS3,KBKPREC,KOMGP,KOMGD,
x KALBXKALBYKEDX,KEDYKTEMP,KSA1




COMMON / THFEED / ITHFB,XJWPCC,EPSILALFAGAMMATREF
COMMON A(1)
DIMENSION IDAT(1)
EQUIVALENCE (A(1) ,IDAT (1))
R2AD(5,1010) ITRANSNTD,kNDELIEDTS
I"(ITTRANS .EQ. 2) GO TO 50P
WPTTE(6,2C10) NTD,NDEL,IEDTS
Dr 10 I=1,NTD
READ(5,1020) NU MS(I),D ELT(I)
11 WRITE(6,2020) I,NUMS(I),DELT(I)
READ(5,1030) VIN(1),VIN(2)




20 WRITE(6,2050) JBETA(J) ,RLAM(J)
PEAD(5,1040) IPERT,NCOMP,TST,TFIN,SIG1,SIG2
IF(IPERT .EQ. 1) WRITE(6,2060)



































































2005 FORMAT(1HO,9X,'DO NOT DO TRANSIENT CALCULATION')
2010 FORMAT(1H1, 9X,'NUMBER OF TIME DOMAINS ',15,/,10X,
X 'NUMBER OF DELAYED FAMILIES',15,/,1OX,
X 'NUMBER OF TIME STEPS PER EDIT',I5,//,
X 1CX,'TIME DOMAIN NO. OF STEPS- DELTA T',//)
2020 FORMAT (15XI2,9XI4,4X,E12.4)
2030 FORMAT(1HO,9X,'FAST INVERSE VELOCITY',E12.4,/,10X,'SLOW INVERSE VE
XLOCITY' ,E12.4)
2040 FORMAT(1HO,9X,'DEL. FAM. BETA LANDA',//)
2050 FORMAT (12XI2,3X,2E12. 4)
2060 FORMAT(1Hr,9X,'STEP PERTURBATION')
2070 FORMAT(1H0,9X,'RAMP PEFTURBATION')
2080 FORMAT(1Ho,9X,'PERTURBATION IN COMPOSITION',I5,/,10X,
X 'STARTING TIME ',E12. 4,/,10X,'FINISH TIME ',E12.4,/,10X,
X 'CHANGE IN SIG-T-1 ',E12.4,/,10X,
X 'CHANGE IN SIG-T-2 ',E12.4)







































1OX,R'EEDBACK CNT P;ARTi (K)12. 4,/ lol










COMMON / NAMES / WHXWiiY,WNTX,WINTYWCORRWNBCXWFLUX,WMAT,
X WFTSS,WRHSWSWBWPREC,WOMGPWONGDWALBXWALBYWEDXWEDY
ZOMMON / ORIGIN / KHXKHY,KISTPX,KISTTRY,KTENDXKIENDYKCORR,KNBOX,
X KFLUXKMAT, KFISSKFHSKS1,KS2,KS,KB, KPREC, KONGPKOMGD,
x KALBXKALBY,KEDX,KEDY, KTEMP, KSA1
COMMCN / FIXED / NINNER, NCU', N1,N2, N3, N4, DIFSSDIFTD,RHO, ND1X,
X ND2X,NP1X,NP2X, NPXY,:IBCL,IBCBNCPXXKEFF, ITS,IPERT, NCOMP,
X TSTTFIN,TIME,STG1,SIG2,ITRANS,NID,NDELBETA(6),RLAM(6),
X VIN (2) , DEL-T (5) , NU MS (5) , NEDX, NEDY,NALB, BTOT,DT, DTI, IEDTS












































































































































IF(IRET . EQ. 1) GO TO 2C000
IF(IT .GE. 200) GO TC 2000
IF(JJJ) GC 'T 10CC


















































C)MMCN / NAMES / WHX,WHYWINTXWINTY,WCORRWNBOXWFLUX,WMAT,
x WFISSWRHSWSWBWPREC,WOGPWOMGDWALBXWALBYWEDXWEDY
CYNMKON / ORIGIN / KHXKHYKISTRX,KISTRYKIENDXKIENDY,KCORRKNBOX,
X KFLUX,KMATKFISS,KRRS,KS1,KS2,KS3,KB,KPREC,KOMGP,KOMGD,
X KALBX,KALBYKEDX,KEDY,KTEMPP,KSA1
,OMKON / FIXED / NINNER,NCUTN1,N2,N3,N4,DIFSSDIFTDRHO,ND1X,
X ND2X, NP1XNP2X, NPXY,IBCL, IBCB, NCPXXKEFFITSg IPERT,NCOMP,
X TST,TFIN,TIME,SIG1,SIG2,ITRANS,NTD,NDEL,BETA(6),RLAM(6),

































SUM-iOUT INE XSWEE (X ",I~.r, 12OX, HX, HY, CORR, A,B, CALB,OMP,0MD,SA1)
COMMON / NAMES / WhXir,=T NIXWINTY,WCORR,WNB0X WFLUXWMAT,
x WFISSWRHSWS, i.,49'C,WMGPWOMGDWALBX,WALBY,WEDIWEDY
CMMON / ORIGIN / KHX, zP ,KTRX,KISTRY,KIENDX,KIENDY,KCORR,KNBOX,
X KFLUX,KMATKFUZi, i3S,KS1,KS2,KS3,KBKPREC, KOMGPKOMGD,
X KALBXKALBY, KEZl L Y,KT EMP,,KSA1
COMMON / FIXED / NINN:.f T", N1,lN2,N3,N4,DIFSS, DIFTD, RHOND1X,
X ND2XNP1X,NP2X, -, IBCL, TBCBNCP, XK1FF1,ITS, IPERT,NCOMP,
X TSTTFINTI7E,>.: ',.z:2,ITRANS,NTDNDEL,BETA(6),RLAM(6),
X VIN (2) ,DELT (5) ,A 7) ,NLDX, NEDY, NALB, BTOT, DT, DTI, IEDTS
DIMENSION XMAT(52,1) , T- -(2, 1) ,HX(1),HY(1),NBOX(ND1X,1)',,SA1(1),,











C COMPUTE FISS VECTOR
C































































































































IF (X .LT. 1.0E-07) GO TC 31
XCSC=X/STN (X*HX (I))

















XTANH=TANH (XM*HX (I) *HALF) /XM
XCHiDK=XCSCH/(XM*XM)





































AND C MATRX ALSO
C
TF(V2 .GT. ZERO) GO TO 91
C













C1,I) = (ICDK*HI)/1+.2 i
C(2,1) =ZERO
C-(3,I) =(XR*XCDK*HI+X -1:B:X*i:)/D1+SR/D.ET
C (4,TI) =- (XCHDK*H I) /D?+3/E T
S TO 52
91 XMULT=1.0/(XS-XR)
A (1,I) =( XS*XCSC-XEBIC3Ci) *XULT
A(2,I)=(- XCSC+XCSR A-AjLr
A (3, ) =XS*XR*XMTUL T* (IC C-IC3CH)
A (4, I)= (- XR*XCSc+I5"-ECH) *XMU LT
XMM=XS-XR
XI1=XTAN/(L1*XMM)




























































C (1,I) =C(1,I) +S2/DET
C (2,) =C (2I) +V2/(FL*DET)
C(3,1) =C (3,1) +SR/DET
C (4,I) =C (4,1) +s1/DET
52 7ONTINUF
C
C N~OW PIND COUPLING COEFFICIENTS
C LEFT BOUNDARY IS ZERO J OR ALBEDO







C COMPUTE COUPLING TO LEFT
C





































IBCL=1 SYMNFTRY BOUNDAPY ON LEFT









































IF(ND1 .NE. IE) GO TO 12
KRIGHT=IABS (NBOX (ND1+1 ,ND2))
DO 13 J4=1,4








































































IF(ITS .EQ. 0) GO TO 57
X MAT(1,NPP)=XMIAT(1,NPP)+DTI*VIN(1


























































































SUTINE YSWErP(XsAT,FISS,N CX, HXHY,CORP,A, 3,C,ALB,0MP,0mD, SA1)
C CMMON / NAMES / WHX,WHY , WINTX,WINTY,WCORR,WNBOXWFLUX,WMAT,
X WFISS,WRHSWS,WBeWPREC,WCMGPWOMGDWALBXWALBYWEDX,WEDY
C1MMNON / ORIGIN / KHX,KHY,KTSTEX,KISTRYKIENDXKIENDYKCORRKNBOX,
X KFLUX,K.M.AT ,KFISS,KRHS ,K3 1,KS2,KS3,KE,KPREC,KOMGP,KOMGD,
X KALBX,KALB Y,KEZDX,KEDY,KTEMP,KSA1
COMCN / FIXFD / NTNNERNCUT,N1,N2,N3,N4,DIFSSDIFTDRHOND1X,
X ND2X,NP1X,NP2X,NPXY,IBCL,IBCB,NCPX,XKEFF,ITS, IPERT,NCO MP,
TSTFIN,TIMF,STG1,SIG2,ITRANS,NTDNDEL,BETA(6),RLAM(6),
X VIN(2) ,DELT(5) ,NU MS(5) ,NEDX,NEDY,NALB,BTOT,DT,DTI,TEDTS
DIMENSION. XMAT(52,1),FIS3(2,1),HX (1),HY






IF (ITS .EQ. 0) GO TO 1
SMM=1.0-BTCT
DI 2 ND=1,NDEL













IF(ITS .EQ. 0) GO TO 18
(1) ,INBOX(ND1X,1) ,SA1 (1)












































31=SA1 (NPP) -SUM*CORR(4,K)/RL+VTN(1) *0MP(1,NPP)





























































IF(X .LT. 1.GE-07) GO TO 31
XCSC=X/SIN (X*HY (I))








C KAPPA IS IMAGINARY
61 X=SQRT (ABS (XKS))
XK=X
IF(X .LT. 1.OE-07) GO TO 31
XCSC=X/SINH (X*HY (I))





XTANH=TANH (XM*HY (I) *HAIF) /X!
XCHDK=XCSCH/ (XM*XM)
NOW FIND ENTRIES OF A AND B MATRICES
TF(V2 .GT. ZERO) GO TC 91






















































AND C MATRX ALSOC
C
A(1,I)= ( XS*XCSC-XR*XCSCH) *XMULT
A(2,I)=(- XCSC+XCSCH)*XMULT
A(3,I)=XS*XR*XMULT*(XCSC-XCSCH)





XM 4=XT AN H/ (D2*XM!)
B (1, I) =XS*XI1X-R*XM3
B (2,I) =-XM2+XM4



















C (1) =C (1,I) +S2/DET
C (2,I) =C (2,I)+V2/(RL*DET)
C (3,1) =C (3,1) +SR/DET






































C NJW IND COUPLING COEFFICTENIS
C LEFT BOUNDARY IS ZERO J CF ALPEDC






C COMPUTE COUPLING TO LEFT
IF(ND2 .NE. IS) GO TO 85
C IBCB=1 SYMMETRY BOUNDARY CN BOTTOM
C IBCB=2 ALBEDO POUNDAPY ON BOTTOM
C


























































HH=HY (I-1) *HK (NP1)
X-AT (13, NPP) =-HH*l1





































































X el) X(I N P1)
X( Argi1, *)miL3A11NP P) + !HfI1
Yt AA 2% MP4IAT2,NP) + H*X2
X NAS(1,)&) MfX3!T(yNP) *X3
:X M 274,T xAT N PP) + H * X 41
Xr .T (C'4NsR * 1
MAX (2k,19f) -R * X 2
Y- P 2Iiii NH*X3
X(IT (4517ee)w-F1
1P RI
x (N2 .EP. IE)fj XOT 5
1= Ml 1' C-
OA X R 3
X:4 R4 1 ~-X(P1-C OAT t#4(,m l -f{) X 3 I
CA LLT (2i T P)1,:F2,3,F4,CX+1)
-C",PT~a -01 )N99) -O PL X N 1G
Y~~R GO 70 T (159 -6HxE3
XAT20N - *X R 41
=X RA (2&P=1
YPIAT (5', tPP)=F2




DX M4, C N P2=1, H 2 X R
5MY.PAO 217
f5P 218
















',Y5ED 2 4 2
W*MD243


















D ET=F1 *FU- F2*F3
XMAT (1 ,NPP) =F4/DET
XNAT (2,NPP) =-F2/DiCT





















SUBROUTINE BINV (E,I 1,12, Xl ,X2, X3 X4)
DIME NSION B(4,1)
IF(12 .FQ. 0) GC TO 1
Y1=B (1,I1)+B(1,12)
Y2=B (2,11) +B(2, 12)
Y3=B (3,11) +B(3,12)


























































C)MMON / NAMES / WHXWHYWIN'"X,WINTYWCORRWNBOXWFLUX,WMAT,
I WFISS, WRHS, WS,BWPREC, WONGPVOfGDWALBXWALBY,WEDI,WEDY
COMMON / ORIGIN / KHXKHYKISTPXKISTRYKIENDX,KIENDYKCORRKNBOX,
x KFL UX,KMAT,KFISS, KRHS, KS1 KS2,KS3,KB, KPREC, KO MGP, KOMGD,
X KALEX,KALBYKEDX,KEDYKTEMPKSA1
COMMON / FIXED / NINNER,NOUT,N1,N2,N3,N4,DIFSSDIFTDRHO,ND1X,
K N D2X,NP1X,NP2XNPXY,IBCLIBCBNCPX, XKEFFITSIPERTNCOMP,
X TSTTFINTIMESIG1,SIG2,ITRANSNTD,NDELBETA(6),RLAM(6),







IF(ITS .EQ. 0) PSINRM=.02
IOUT=6




STORE GROUP 1 FLUX AWAY IN KS1
DO 550 NP=1,NPXY
NPP=NP*2-2
55^ A (KS1+NP-1)=A (KFLUX+NPP)




























































1 * A (KS2+NP-1) =A (KFLUX+NPP)
CALL SOLV (JSN,ICYCIT)
C
THIS CALL TO SOLV WILL DO ONE INNER ITERATION WITH OMEGA=1.0




































































IF(X .LE. C.C) OMEGBU=2.0
IF(X .GT. 0.0) OMEGBU=2.0/(1.0+SQRT(X))
OMEGM=2.C/(1.0+SQRT(1.C-RHOEST))
IF (ABS (OMEGBU-OMIGBL) . LE. ((2.0-OMEGM) /5.0)) GO rO 240
IF(ICYCIT .LT. 50) GO TO 120
240 CONTINUE
RHC= RHOEST





TF(X .GT. PSINPM) GO TC 260
NUMD=NING
IF(NUMDO .LT. INMIN) NUJMDO=INMIN
IF(NINNEP .EQ. 0) NINNEF=NUMDO
IF(ITS .NF. 0) NINNER=NUMDO
WPITE(I0UT,1000) NINNEPH0,0MEGM
1000 FORMAT(1Hf1,5X,'DC ',I5,3X'INNERS WITH RHO = ',E12.4,3X,
X 'AND OMEGA = ',112.4)
IF(ITS .NF. 0) GO TO 50r
C























































































COMMON / NAMES / WHXWHY,WINTXWINTYWCORRWNBOXWFLUXWMAT,
I WFISSWRHSWS,WBWPRECviOMGPWOHGD,WALBXWALBY,WEDXWEDY
COM!ON / ORIGIN / KHXKHY,KISTRI,KISTRYKIENDX,KIENDY,KCORRKNBOX,
X KFLUX,KMATKFISSKRHS,KS1,KS2,KS3,KBKPRECKO GPKOMGD,
X KALBXKALBYKEDX,KEDYKTEMP,KSA1
COMMON / FIXED / NINNER,NOUT,N1,N2,N3,N4,DIFSSDIFTDRHOND1X,
X ND2XNP1X,NP2XNPXYIBCLIBCBNCPXXKEFFITSIPERTNCOMP,
X TST,TFIN,TIME,SIG1,SIG2, ITRANS,NTDNDELBETA(6),RLAM(6),
X VIN(2) ,DELT (5) ,NUMS (5) ,NEDXNEDYNALBBTOTDT,DTIIEDTS
CONMON A(1)







































CO MMON / NAMES / WHX,WHY,WINTXWINTYWCORR,WNBOX,WFLUXWMAT,
X WFISSWRHSWSWBWPRECr,OMGPWONGDWALBXWALBY,WEDXWEDY
C25MON / ORIGIN / KHX,KHY,KISTRX,KISTRYKIENDXKIENDYKCORRKNBOX,
x KFLUX,KMATKFISS,KRHSKS1,KS2,KS3,KBKPRECKOMGPKOMGD,
X KALBX,KALBY,KEDXKEDY,KTEX P,KSA1
Z04MON / FTXFD / NINNER,NCUT,N1,N2,N3,N4,DIFSSDIFTDRHOND1X,
x ND2XNP1X,NP2XNPXYIBCLTBCBNCPXXKEFF,ITSIPERTNCOMP,
X TST,TWINTIMESIG1,SIG2,ITRANS,NTDNDEL,3ETA(6),RLAM(6),





















TF(ND1 .EQ. IS) GO TO 15
SU1=XMAT(29+J)*B (3,NPPL)+XMAT(30+J)*B(4,NPPL)
SJM2=XMAT (31+J) *B (3,NPPL) +XMAT(32+J) *B (4,NPPL)


























































NP2X) GO TO 18
*B(1,NPPR) +XMAT (50+J) *B(2,NPPR)
































COM1MCN / NAMES / WHX,WHY,iIN7X,WINTYWCORR,WNBOX,WFLUXvWMAT,
x WFISSWRHS,WSWBWPR EC, WOMGPWOMGDWALBXWALBYVEDX,WEDY
C3MMON / ORIGIN / K,KHY,KISTRX,KISTRY,KIENDX,KIENDY,KCORRKNBOX,
X KFLUX,KMATKFISS,KRBS,KS1,KS2,KS3,KBKPREC,KOMGPKOMGD,
X KALBX, KALBY, KEDX, KEDY, KTP,KSA 1
COMMON / FIXED / NINNE?,NCUI,N1,N2,N3,N4,DIFSSDIFTDRHOND1X,
X ND2XNP11,NP2XNPXY,IBCL,IBCBNCPXXKEFFITSIPERTNCOMP,
X TST, rFIIN, TIME,SIGlSIG2, ITRANS,NTD,NDEL,BETA(6), RL AM(6),




C IF JSW IS TRUE, SET W TO ONE FOR ALL INNERS
C MM IS THE INNER ITERATICN CCUNTE?
C FIST GO THROUGH RED SQUABES, THEN BLACK
TF(MM .NE. 1) GC TO 5
W=1. .
G! TO 6
5 W=1 .0/ (1 .0-RHO*WLAST*0 .25)
6 TF(JSW) W=1.0 C
DO 20 NP2=1,NP2X
NN=NP2-(NP2/2)* 2



























































5m CALL POW(NPX1,NPX2,NP2,W,A(KFLUX) ,A(KMAT),A(KRHS),NP1,




























COMMON / NAMES / WHXWHY,WINTXWINTYWCCRRWNBOX,WFLUXWMAT,
x WFISSvWRHSWS,WB,WPPEC,WOMGP,WOMGD,WALBX,WALBY,WEDX,WEDY
COMMCN / ORIGIN / KHXKHY,KISTrX,KISTRY,KIENDX,KIENDYKCORR,KNB0X,,
x KFLUX, KMATI,KFISSKRHSKS1,KS2, KS3,KB,KPRECKOMGPKOMGD,
X KALBXKALBYKEDXKEDY,KTEMPKSA1
































































IF(ND1 .EQ. IS) GO TO 10
X1=XMAT(5+J)*F(1,NPPL) +XMAT (6+J)*F(2,NPPL)
X2=XMAT (7+J) *F(1, NPPL) +XMAT( R+J) *F(2, NPPL)
Z1=XMAT(29+J)*B(3,NPPL)+XMAT(30+J)*B(4,NPPL)
Z2=XMAT(31+J)*B(3,NPPL)+XMAT(32+J)*B(4,NPPI)
10 X3=XmiAT(21 +J) F (1 NPP) +XMAT(22+J) *F(2, NEP)
X4=XMAT (23+J) *F (1,NPP) +XMAT(2 4+J) *F(2, NPP)
Z3=XIAT (33 +J) *B(3, NPP) +XMAT(34+J) *B (4, NFP)
Z4=XMAT(35+J) *B(3,NP?) +XrMAT(36+J) *B (4,NPP)











































































1) GO TO 12
*F (1,NPPL) +XMAT (14+J) *F (2,NPPL)
*F (1, NPPL)+XMAT (16+J) *F (2,NPPL)
*B (1,NPPL)+XMAT(42+J) *B(2,NPPL)
*B (1,NPPL) +XMAT (44+J) *B (2,NPPL)
*F(1,NPP)+X[MAT(26+J)*F(2,NPP)
*F(1,9NPP) +XMAT(28+J) *F (2,NPP)
*B(1,NPP) +X MAT(46+J) *B(2,NPP)
Z4=XM AT(47+J) *B(1,NPP) +XM AT(48+J)*
IF(NP2 .EQ. NP2X) GO TO 13
X5=XMAT (17+J) *F(1, NPPR) +XMAT (18+J)
X6=XMAT(19+J)*F(1,NPPR)+XMAT (20+J)
Z5=XMAT (49+J) *B(1, NPPR) +XMAT (50+J)

























































K .GT. TEND) GO TO 10
(J+17) *FLUX (1 ,NUP) +XMAT(J+ 18) *FLUX (2,NUP)







FLUX (1,NrP) +X MAT(J+10)*FLUX (2,NR)
*FLUX (1, NR) +XM'AT (J+12) *FLUX (2, NF)
FLUX (1, NL) +XIAT(J+6) *FLUX(2,NL)
FLUX (1, NL) +XMAT(J+8) *FLUX(2, NL)










FLUX (1 ,NPP) =W*E1+ (1. 0-W) *FLUX (1,NPP)




















































It?(IOT .NE. 1) GC TC 10
WRITF(6,660)


















FISLNN=0.0F RS L N 1N = C .0ARRATN=0.0




















































IF(SIGMA .GT. 1.0 .OR. SIGMA .LT. 0.4) GO TC 100
IF(IOT .LE. ISIX) SIGMA=AMIN1(SIGMA,0.9)
IF(IOT .LE. ININ) SIGMA=AMIN1(SIGMA,0.95)





ASSIGN 15C TO NS1
IF (BETAC .LF. 1.0) ASSIGN 16) TO NS1
Iv(NORDCP .EQ. 0) ASSIGN 170 TO NS1
C






IF(IOT .EQ. 1) FISLNC=FISLNO+FROM1S
FISM1S=FROM1S
FISDEL=FISNS-FROM1 S
ER? RA TN=FRR ATN+FISDEL* FISDEL
FISM2S=SORC2 (NPP)
SORC2 (NPP) =FROM1S











































IF(NORDCP .LE. 0) GO TO 180
GO TO NS1,(150,160,170)




































































IF(NOEDCP .LT. 3) GO TO 250
IF(ERPROD .LT. (1.0/CPM1)) GO TO 250
NIWCP=1
250 IR3TRN=C0
IT(IOT .?Q. 1) GO TO 270
IF(DIFLAM .LE. DIF) IRETRN=1
270 XKEFF=FLAMDA





























ALPHAC=4.G*COSH1 ((NORDCP-1) *GAMMA) /(SIGMA*COSH1 (NORDCP*GAMMA))






























CALL TIMING (IT) -

















C0MMON / THFEED / ITHFBXNUWPCCEPSILALFAGAMMATREF
DIMENSICN FLUX(2,ND1X,1),FISS(2,ND1X,1),S(ND1X,1),TEMP(ND1X,1)
DIMENSION NX(1),NY (1),STOR(NEDXNEDY),BUCK(4,ND1X,1),HX(1),HY(1)












































































IF(J .NE. 1) JJ1=NY(J-1)+1
IF(J .Eo. 1) JJ1=l
JJ2=NY (J)
DO 11 I=1,NEDX
IF(I .NE. 1) II1=NX(I-1)+1











16 WRITE(6,17) Jr (STO0R (IvJ),I= 1,rNED X)
17 F3RMAT(1HC,3X,I5,2X,3 (2X,10 E12.4,/))
TF(ITHFB .FQ. 0C) R1eTURN
WRITE(6,140)
140 FORMAT (1PC,5X,'BCK TEMPERATURES',//)
DO 141 JJ=1,NT2X
J=ND2X+1-JJ
141 WRITE(6,#142) J, (TEMP (IJ) ,I=1,ND1X)











































X=FLUX (1 NP1,NP2) *FISS (1, NP1, NP2) +FLUX (2,NP1, NP2) *FISS (2,NP1,NP2)
X=X/XNU
IF(X .LE. 0.0) GO TO 175
XTOT=XTOT+X










28 F)RMAT(1HC,5X,'TIME STEP',15,3X,'TIIE IS
X 'TOTAL PCWER ',E14.6,/,10X,'tEAN POWER






























023i05 / NAMES / WHX,WHYWINTX,WINTY,WCORRWNBOXWFLUXuWMAT,
X WFISSWRHS,WSWBWPREC,WOMGPWOMGDWALBXWALBY,WEDX,WEDY
COMMON / ORIGIN / KHX,KBY,KISTRXKISTRY,KIENDXKIENDYKCORRKNBOX,
X KFLUX,KMATKFISSKRHSKS1,KS2,KS3,KBKPREC,KOMGP,KONGD,
X KALBXKALBY,KEDX, KEDY, KTEMP,KSA1
:OMKCN / FIXED / NINNERNOUT,N1,N2,N3,N4,DIFSSDIFTDRHOND1X,
X ND2XNP1X,NP2XNPXY,IBCL,IBCB,NCPX,XKEFF,ITS, IPERT,NCOIP,
X TST,TFINTIMESIG1,SIG2,ITRANSNTDNDELBETA(6),RLM(6),
X VIN (2) ,DiELT (5) ,NUMS(5) ,NEDXNEDY,NALBBTOT,DTDTI,IEDTS




IF(ITPANS .EQ. 0) STOP 1111
CALL CPUT
WRITE (6,450)









































































CALL RHST(A(KRHS),A(KFLUX),A(KPREC) ,A(KS1) ,A(KS2) ,RLAMA(KISTRX),
X A(KIENDX),A(KHX),A(KHY),NP1X,NP2XNDEL,VINDT)
CALL FEX'(A(KFLUX) ,A(KB) ,A(KOMGP) ,A(KISTRXv),A(KIENDX),NP1X,NP2X,
X DT)
CALL INNFEES(JSW)
CALL PREC1 (A(KPPlC),A(KFLUX),A(KS1),A(KS2),A(KOMGP), A(KOMGD),
X A(KISTRX),A(KIENDX),A(KFISS),BETARLAMNP1X,NP2XNDELXKEFFDTI)
CALL TEMP (A (KFLUX), A (KFISS) ,A (KR1X) , A ((KHY), A (KISTRX),
X A(KIENDX),NP1X,NP2X,A(KI EP),A(KS3),A(KS1),DT,JFIRST)
I= (ITS/IEDTS) *IEDTS-IT3



























































































































F(IPIERT .:Q. 1) GO TC 10
T(JEND) RETURN
IF(JST) GO TC 20
12 IF(TIME .LE. TST) RETURN
JST=.TRUE.
20 IF(TIME .GT. TFIN) GO TO 21
TOT=TFIN-TST
FRAC=(TIME-TST)/TCT




TF(TIME .LE. TST) RETURN
JST=.TRUE.
CMRR (2,NCCMP)=CORP(2,NCOMF)+SIG1












































BROUTINE F EIT(FlUCOPT 1,ENDNP1XNP2XDT)





































X HX,HY,NP1X,NP2XNDELVIND T )
DIMENSI-N RHS (4, 1),OFLUX (2,1),PR"C (NDEL, 1),oRLAM(1), ISITR(1),















































COMMN / THFEED / ITdFB,XNU,WPCCEPSIL,ALFA.,GAMMATR EF
DlIMFNSION SAl (1) ,TEMP (1) ,SORC (1)
DU ENSICN NB0CX(ND1X,1),CCRR(3,1)





















































X O-MD (NDEL, 1),vI STzR(1),Mi D(1),F IS S(2, 1),BETA (1),#RLAM (1)
DI 10 NP2=1,NP21
IS=ISTR (NP2+1)





S2=FLIX ( 2 ,NPP)
P1=S1/SOr'-C1 (NPP)
F2=S2/SORC2 (NPP)
IF(F1 .LEh. 1.0 .0B. F2 .LE. 1.0) GO TO 15
0M P (1 ,NPP) =D"I*ALOG (Fl)
O MP(2, NPP) =DTI*ALOG (F2)
GO TCn 5r




X= (X1 BETA (ND)+DTI*PREC(ND,NPP))/(DTI+RLAM (ND))
TF(X .LT. 1.0E-25) GO 10 31










































SU3RCUTINE TEMP (FLUX,FISS,H.,HY,ISTRTENDNP1 XNP2XTiPP,SCRC1,
X SCRC2,DTJFIRST)
CC-MMON / THFEED / ITHFB, XNU,WPCC,EPSIL, ALFA,GAMMA,TREF
DIMENSICN FLUX(2,1) FISS (2,1) ,HK(1) ,HY(1) ,STR(1) ,IEND(1) ,TMPP(1)
X SORC1(1),SORC2(1)
LDGICAL JFIRST







X=FLUX (1, NPP) *FISS (1, N PP) +FLUX (2, NPP) *FISS (2, NPP)





































































































































IF(KY.LE.0) GO TO 903
IF(N.LT.0) GO TO 900
KAY=2
ASSIGN 150 TC KAYP
GO TO 300
15 IF(IX.EQ.0) KCRG=KS







































IF(KXP.GT.KM.X) GO TO 901
IF(KXP.GT.KLST) KLST=KXP
IX=IX+1














ASSIGN 230 TO KEYP






































































ASSIGN 250 TC KEYP
ASSIGN 900 TO KOYP
GO TO 200











ASSIGN 900 Tr KAYP
3C0 K EY=3




















































K K) GO TO 315
IF(IP.EQ.IX) GO TO 350
KL=KOT(IP+1)










KOT (I-1) =KT(I) -KX

























































385 IF(IX.LE.0) GC TC 900
WR IT3E(IO UT , 390) IX, (BT (I) , NT (I) ,KOT (I) ,KX T(I) , =1, IX)
390 FORMAT(1HOI3,7H BLOCKS/5H NAME,8X,13HORIGIN LENGTH/
$ 1X,10H----------,2(2X,6H------)/(1X,A4,16,218))













IF(N.LT.0) GO TO 900
KAY=3




lF(IX.GT.0) KORG=KOT(IX) +KXT (IX)
















































IFR(IX.G'.IXX) GO TO 902
IF(B.NE.BT(IX).OR.N.NE.NT(IX)) GO TO 903
KXX=KXN+MOD(KXN,2)+KOT(IX)-1












ASSIGN 830 TO I




831 IF (NCOPYB. EQ. 2)
B=B P






































































IF (KN.LE.0) GO TO 290
KEY=18
ASSIGN 560 TO KEYP
ASSIGN 900 TO KOYP
GO TO 200
C
560 IF(IP.LE.0) GO TO 900
IF(IP.LT.IX) GO TO 565
IF (KN.GT.KXT(IP)) GO TO 904













































KH=KOT (IX) +PXT (IX)-1
KX=KXT (IP) -KN-.IOD(KN,2)
IF'(KX.LT.1) GO TO 904
DO 570 K=KL,KB
570 DATA (K-KX) =DATA (K)
KXT (P)= KN+MCD (KN, 2)
IL=IP+1
DO 575 I=ILIX










IF(JXP.LT.1) GO TO 900
KEY=6
ASSIGN 900 IC KEYP





IF(JP.GT.0) GO TO 610













































C---------SEARCH TABLE FCR AF. SET JP
620 JP=0
Dn' 63C J=1,JX















ASSIGN 670 TO KEYP
ASSIGN 680 TO KOYP
GD TO 200






6PC IF(JP.EQ.0) GC TO 90V
IF (JP.NE.0) TTYPL=ITYPET (JP)









































ENTRY EXNAME(AA,M,BP,NP, * )
KEY=14
ASSIGN 620 TO KEYP












ASSIGN 620 TC KEYP




760 IF (IP.GT.0) GO TO 761
GO TO 999
761 BT(IP)=BT (I1P)















































ENTEY RENAME (AALo,BP,NP, * )
KEY=16
ASSIGN 620 SC KEYP
























































ASSIGN 620 TO KEYP





































162 FORMAT(30X,29HOUNUSED CORE ( IN WORDS ) =,I10)
STOP 1
902 WRITE(IOUT,9020)
9"20 FORMAT(32HO*** CORE *** CATALOGUE OVERFLOW)














































904O FORMAT(33HO*** CORE *** IMPROPER CLIP ENTRY)




9050 FRMATr(41H0********** PROBLEM WITH ZIGET *******)
STOP 1
907 WRITE(IOUT,9070)


























INTEGER FVT 4 (5),FM TR 48( 7),INTGR (20)
DATA FMTI4 / 20H(lH+,12X, 16/) /,
$ FMTR48 / 28H(1H+,11X, (1PE12.4)/)
$ INTGR/ 80H 1 2 3 4 5 6
$ 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 /
/I




































































































































206 IF(LOX.EQ.C) GO T 202
IF(L''.E .1)C C T 2 1

























$ (I4DATA (IR+I) ,I=L1 ,L2)
240 IF(L2.FQ.LIX) GO TO 250
IO TO 207
250 IF(LOX.EQ.0) GO TO 900































































9020 F'RM AT(//1X,45HDATA TYPE INTEGER QUALIFIER OUT OF RANGE FOR ,A4,15





























































CALL ZIGET (A,NDIMiLENGTH,ISUBOVHL,*) WHERE
A = DUMMY DIMENSIONED VARIABLE FROM CALLING PROGRAM
NDIMS = TOTAL DIMENSION SIZE OF A.
LENGTH = LENGTH SPECIFICATION FOR FIRST ARGUMENT
OVHD = CVEPHEAD SPACE TO BE RESERVED
ISUB = INCREMENTAL SUBSCRIPT VALUE (FOR NORMAL RETURN)
FOR ERROR RETURN
ISUB = +, MAX. NUMBER OF WORDS AVAILABLE
ISUB = -999, DYNAMIC STORAGE ARA NOT ACCESSIBLE
IF THE WRONG NO. OF ARGUMENTS ARE PASSED FROM THE CALLING
PROGRAM, A FORTRAN TRACEBACK IS GIVEN (IHC230I)






































































ST 7,LENGTH KINI5U1 LENGTH
LM 2,5,C(1) LOAD ADDRESS OF ARGUMENTS
TM 12(1),X'80' TEST FOR CORRECT NUMBER OF ARGS.
BNZ PRESET IF RIGHT NO. OF ARGS.,BRANCH
L R6,16(R1)
L R6,0(0,R6)
SLL 6,2 GET VALUE IN WRDS UNITS
OPEN (SNAPDCB,(OUTPUT)) FORE DEBUGGING PURPOSE
---------- G GET ALL CORE AVAILABLE
BAL R10,ALLGET


















































































LPR 7,7 R7= N
SVE ST 2,RFG2
LA 7,15(C,7) MAKE SURE










UP INTERNAL STATEMENT NUMBER
H TO TRACEBACK ROUTINE
NO. OF WORDS REQUESTED.
PLY BY LENGTH SPECIFICATION.
UMBEP OF BYTES TO REQUEST
REQUEST IS ON 8 BYTE BOUNDARY






COMPARE RET. LGTH WITH REQ. LGTH
CALLER REQUESTED TOO MUCH, GO ADJUST





*---------COMP'TE SYSTFM OVERHEAD A RA
A R7,ADDR COMPUTE RESERVE AREA
ST R7,RESADD SAVE VALUE
L B7,LENA LOAD LGTHf OF AREA OBTAINED
S R7,OPGLGTHI SUR LGTH OF AREA WANTED




































Z IG TO 108
CONT1
BNH CNTRL:NF IF NYT,
sT R7,pFSLGTH
SPACT 1
*------------FREE SYSTEM OVERHEAD AREA
BAL R10,FPEEOVRD
SPACE 1
*--------SEI UP CCNTROL INFORMATION INTO OBTAINED AREA
CNTLINF EQU
L P6,ADDR GET ADDR OF CCRE ALL
MVC (8,6),ADDR STORE CONTROL WORDS
































SUBTRACT ADDRESS OF FIRST ARGUMENT
IF NEGATIVE, RETURN
RETURN CODE-STORAGE NOT ACCESSIBLE
ERROR RETURN (RETURN 1)
RFTREQ EQU *
*---------CALLER REQUESTED TOO MUCH CORE, FREE OBTAINED AREA AND
* PASS BACK VALUE OF MAX AREA THAT CAN BE OBTAINED
FREEMAIN V,A=ADDR,SP=0













































RUTINES FCF ZIGET ==============================================-
PEACE 1




F 0 Q (C, RiO)
ABEND 1020,DUMP
SPACE 1

















= NTPY POINT FOR ZIFREF
* CALL ZIFREE (A,*) WHERE,
* A = ADDRESS OF MAIN STOPAGE TO BE FREED




























































LA 15,4(0,0) ERROR RETURN (RETURN 1)
P RETURN
TRANSFER TO FCRTRAN TRACEBACK ROUTINE




L 3,4(0,2) R3= NO OF EYTES TO BE RELEASED
STM 2,3,ADDR
FREEMAIN V,A=ADDR,SP=0
Z0PE N (SNAPDCB,(OUTPUT)) FOR DEBUGGING PURPOSE
SNAP DCB=SNAPDCBID=2,SDATA=(CB),PDATA=REGS DEBUGG
























TEST FOR RIGHT NO. OF ARGUMENTS
LOAD ADDR OF AREA TO BE FREED
GET RID OF FIRST BYTE
SUBTRACT 8 TO GET TO CNTRL WDS.
LOOP 5 TIMES TO FIND CONTROL WORDS.
R7= ADDRESS MODIFIER
SAVE INITIAL ADDRESS POINTER
LOAD INITIAL ADDRESS
R7 = 1,2,14,8, OR 16
PREPARE TO TEST (WORD BOUNDARY PROB)
CHECK FOR CORRECT ADDRESS
YOU FOUND IT!





















































DDNAME=SNAPCARD FOR DEBUGGING PURPOSE
A (ISN)
F'0' INTERNAL STATEMENT NUMBER
















































































LENGTH OF STORAGE REQUESTED. (MAX)
ADDRESS OF STORAGE ALLOCATED
LENGTH OF STORAGE ALLOCATED
ADDR. OF DUMMY VARIABLE(ARG1)
ADDRESS OF AREA TO BE RELEASED
STAPTING ADDR. OF DYNAMIC CORE ALLOC
ERROR CODE
TEST WORD
















LISTING OF INPUT FOR BWR TEST PROBLEM
1. OE-06 1.CE-02






















































3 3 3 5 5 5 5
3 3 3 4 5 5 5
1 2 2 6 6 5 5













3 3 5 5
3 3 5 5
3 3 5 5
3 3 5 5
1 2 2 3 3 5 5




























5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5




























































1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 5 2 10
100 .01
300 .001
600 .0005
200 .002
100 .01.
3 333E-083. 3333E-06
0054 .0654
.001087 1.35
2 6
3.83E-11
0.0
3.034E-03
.02533
.02767
.02617
.02805
.04754
.02617
5
5
.004602
.004609
.004663
.004668
0.0
.004663
6
6
7
7
0.02.0
300-
8 9
8 9
-. 010116
.1003211
.07048902
.0834609
.06553935
.01912592
.0834609
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
.1091
.08675
.1021
.08792
-020
.1021
TP570037
TP570038
TP570039
TP570040
TP570041
TP570042
TP570043
TP570044
TP570045
TP570046
TP570047
TP570048
TP570049
TP570050
TP570051
TP570052
TP570053
TP570054
TP570055
TP570056
3.
.
